COMMUNITY-BASED
HUMANOID ROBOT DEVELOPMENT
THROUGH WEB3 VIDEO GAMES
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We are heading towards an exciting future in which humanoid robots will play a major role in our daily
lives. Robots will help us with household jobs, as well as taking care of our children and the elderly.
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We will be able to save lives as robots replace human labor in dangerous environments.
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They might even help us start a new life on another planet. There is no doubt that
intelligent, autonomous humanoid robots will provide humans with immense opportunities.
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„People have no idea,
this is going to be bigger
than the car.”
ELON MUSK
about humanoid robots @TED2022
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PROBLEM
IT IS NOT FEASIBLE TO MASS ADOPT HUMANOID
ROBOTS USING CURRENT AI TECHNOLOGIES.

• EXCLUSIVE & EXPENSIVE

It takes highly skilled engineers, software developers, other
experts, and expensive machinery to alter the behavior of a
humanoid robot, even for small changes.

• BLACK-BOX

In machine learning, black box models are created directly
from data by an algorithm, meaning that humans, even those
who design them, cannot understand how variables are being
combined to make the outcome => very difficult to control.

• LIMITED ADAPTABILITY

While machine learning algorithms can achieve some degree
of adaptability, the ability to transfer skills from one function to
a different one is very limited.
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SOLUTION
A PARADIGM SHIFT AND THE PROMOTION OF REAL
COOPERATION BETWEEN HUMANS AND MACHINES.

• ACCESSIBILITY

Making robotic training accessible to everyone with no special
IT skills or expensive equipment and turning it into an
enjoyable and rewarding experience.

• HUMAN FRIENDLY APPROACH

Incorporating a more natural approach to robotic intelligence,
which is based on cooperative learning, in which humans and
robots are treated equally and can interact intuitively.

• AUTONOMOUS ADAPTABILITY

Attaining real intelligence, where humans respect the
autonomy of the machine, and the machine is able to adapt
their skills in a variety of contexts.
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Nearly eight billion people on this planet have a solid intuitive understanding of human motion.
We are extremely good at adapting our skills to different environments.
How can we utilize this massive knowledge to improve humanoid robots?
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With Mollia’s unique AI technology, ordinary people will
be able to train kinematic skills and collaborate with
humanoid robots in a fun and enjoyable manner.
• Phase 1 - Attracting a large audience to teach robots
• Phase 2 - Collecting data
• Phase 3 - Platform technology
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PHASE 1 – VIDEO GAMES (AI 3.0 MEETS WEB 3.0)
It would not be feasible to bring a robot into everyone's home in order to train them. It is possible, however, to train them
in a virtual environment, through video games. Due to the fact that this project involves community-based training, it is a
natural fit with Web 3.0, blockchain, NFTs, and play-and-earn games. So, by gamifying the robotic training experience, we
can create video games that will not only entertain people, but also allow them to earn money, while creating value.
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Molliaverse - Trainable NFT virtual robots
Mollia’s game universe operates in a physics-based simulation environment,
where human coaches can buy, train, and sell virtual robots that participate in
competitions that can be live streamed to fans.
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PHASE 2 – DATA COLLECTION
We plan to incorporate models of real robots in our system, so that the user-generated motion data from the
video games can be used to improve the kinematics of physical humanoid robots. Additionally, the best virtual
robot trainers may be able to secure employment at robotics-related companies.
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PHASE 3 – PLATFORM
A technology API will be provided by 2027 so that other industries can develop applications
using the technology, such as healthcare, smart manufacturing, elder care, space exploration,
and defense. A robotic prosthetic part, for example, can be trained to function similarly to the
patient's own body.
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This images are screenshots from our simulation
environment that is governed by the laws of physics
(Bullet Physics - which is also used by NASA). As opposed
to animation-based games, in this universe everything is
calculated, and every movement requires effort.
You can find a short demo video here:

https://vimeo.com/702375115

WHERE WE ARE NOW
We've implemented the core AI functionality and built several
proof of concept experiments to demonstrate how human and
machine can solve complex problems together.
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METAVERSE, *2030, 39.8% CAGR (2022-2030)

$996B
$7.9B
HUMANOID ROBOTS, *2028, 50% CAGR (2020-2028)

VIDEO GAMING, *2027, 8.94% CAGR (2022-2027)

$336B
HUMANOID
ROBOTS

VIDEO
GAMES

METAVERSE
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REVENUE STREAMS
Phase 1 - Video Games

Phase 2 – Data Collection

Phase 3 - Platform

• Selling in game assets (traning
rooms, virtual robots)

• Licensing to robotics companies
(training 3rd party robots in our
video games)

• Licensing the AI technology (3rd
party video game studios,
healtcare, industrial robotics)

• Selling optimized motion data
sets (crawling, jumping, carrying
objects, etc.)

• Selling humanoid robot toys that
are 3D printable and trainable

• Microtransactions (DLCs: skin,
items; season passes, loot boxes)
• Player-to-player marketplaces
(trained robots, motion sets,
user generated content)
• Advertising (training rooms,
streamed competitions)

• Tokenisation (Play-to-earn)
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WE WORK WITH AMAZING PEOPLE
OUR TEAM IS PASSIONATE ABOUT BUILDING AN ABUNDANT FUTURE THROUGH HUMANOID ROBOTS

ADVISORS
TIM FIELDS
GAMING + LEADERSHIP
Leadership positions at
Hasbro, Wizards of the Coast,
Kabam, Microsoft, Electronic
Arts, Activision, Capcom,
etc.; 27+ years game
development experience

ANNA LANCZY
Mechanical Engineering

BEATA MARTON
Software Development

DR. KATA KONSTANTIN LL.M
Legal Advisor, EU grants

ENDRE MACHER
Mechanical Engineering

PETER GALAMBOS
ROBOTICS
Director of Antal Bejczy
Center for Intelligent
Robotics, Obuba University
CTO of Maxwhere,
Researcher

KENT BABIN

KATALIN NAGY
Office Manager

NATALIA ANANCHIK
Business Development

REKA ANDRAS

SZABOLCS DOMBI

Software Development

Software Development

WEB3
7+ years helping Web3
projects get off the ground,
along with 15+ overall in
the tech industry and 5+ in
communications.
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OUR ROCKSTAR PARTNERS

VESPUCCI PARTNERS
Venture Capital / Hungary

QAMCOM GROUP
Data Science / Sweden

IRONFOX GAMES
Game Development / Canada

NVIDIA
Inception Program (AI) / USA

Blockchain Game Alliance

OBUDA UNIVERSITY

Blockchain Games / USA

Robot Development / Hungary

DOGUS GROUP

YOU?

UI/UX Design / Turkey

Let’s build together!
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DEVELOPMENT ROADMAP
2017

2018

2021

2020

2019

COMPANY FOUNDATION

GRANT + DEVELOPMENT

INTERACTIVE PROTOTYPE

SEED INVESTMENT

GAME 1.0 + PARTNERSHIPS

The company was founded
and an initial prototype was
developed. Ignac Siba invested
in Mollia as an angel investor.
Team size: 4.

The development of the core AI
technology continues, with a
focus on two-legged locomotion.
A 130k USD EU grant was
awarded to Mollia. Team size: 6.

The first interactive prototype is
developed (humans and artificial
intelligence collaborate intuitively).
Mollia won a Silver Award at the
Internet+ competition in China and
was also awarded a 300k USD EU
grant. Team size: 7.

Investment by Vespucci Partners
in Mollia. The backend has been
redesigned so that it can be
accessed from the browser and is
more modular. Our international
game concept competition has
been launched. Team size: 9.

The closed beta for Mollia's first pilot
game has begun. Partnership with
Obuda University and Blockchain Game
Alliance. Mollia's team was invited to
attend the summer program at Draper
University. Initiated the physical robot
building process. Team size: 12.

PARTNERSHIPS

MOLLIAVERSE LAUNCH

PARTNERSHIPS + EXPANSION

MARKETPLACE

EXPANSION + ROBOT

A partnership with Iron Fox
Games and NVIDIA (Inception
program for AI startups).
Advisory board members include
Tim Fields, Peter Mogyorosi, and
Silur. Developing interactive
mobile control through a web
browser. Designing tokenomics.
Fundraising. Team size: 13.

Outreach to influencers and
community building. Launching
the first Molliaverse games in
Indonesia and the Philippines.
Collaboration with guilds. NFT
sales begin. Registration of the
company in the USA.
Team size: 18.

Community building and launch
in Brazil. Partnerships with game
publishers and big brands.
Opening a branch office in
Singapore. Tests begin with
robotic companies.
Team size: 24.

Introducing the NFT marketplace
for robots and motion kits.
Developing a community-based
game maker. Scholarship
program launches. STEM
Education program launch.
Team site: 27.

Expansion to other South-East
Asian countries continues.
Launch of the Robotics For
Social Good Program. A focus is
placed on the development of
real-life robots (collaborating
with third-party robots as well as
building our own). Team site: 35.

2022

2023
Q1-Q2

2023
Q3-Q4

2024
Q1-Q2

2024
Q3-Q4
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We are looking for partners to make this vision a reality!
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LET’S MAKE ROBOTS
MOVE LIKE HUMANS

WhatsApp: +36300951035
WeChat: danielvinczhun

dani.vincz@mollia.hu
www.mollia.hu
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